
AICON 56 - Fly 

 
 

Yacht Description  

This is a 17,40m luxury AICON yacht built in 2007, refitted in 2018. She is able to 

accommodate up to 6-7 guests in 3 lovely cabins & up to 10 guest for day cruising. The 

master cabin and the VIP cabin both have en-suite facilities and the twin cabin has a 

separate bathroom.   

She offers two decks with areas throughout the vessel to entertain dine and relax. She 

is beautifully sleek and has real style inside and out. She cruises comfortably at 23 

knots and can reach a maximum speed of 30 knots.  

The Main Deck has a modern main salon and a dining room, all with large windows 

that let in plenty of natural light and offer excellent views from the seating area. The 

yacht's dining area has a large table with seating for 6 guests. The main salon is 

spacious with a full length sofa as well as a full entertainment center including a wide 

screen TV, DVD/CD/Radio. Forward of the bridge, in the yacht’s bow are two spacious 

sun pads for sunbathing   

She has a good sized aft deck with a dining table and a sofa. The swim platform gives 

you easy access to the water, so you can board the tender effortlessly, or leap into the 

water for a spot of snorkeling.    



The light and spacious upper deck offers a BBQ grill, a mini bar and a table with 

comfortable seating for dining with a view. There are further sun pads forward for 

sunbathing.  
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TWIN CABIN (2 SINGLE BEDS) 
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VIP CABIN  

 

DECK BLUE LIGHTING 

 



 

SERVICES ON BOARD:   

Bed Linen & Towels (changed every 3 days)  

Beach Towels (changed every 3 days)  

Quality Amenities sets provided: Soap, Shower gel, Shampoo, slippers.  

Service: Daily cleaning   

Breakfast & Light Lunch Cooking Service (Charterer pay’s only provision cost).  

 

For Virtual Reality Tour onboard the Aicon 56, please click the below link: 
 
https://aicon56fly.vrproductions.gr/  

 



                                                                                                                                                                 

Aicon 56 Fly Bridge – Specifications  

BUILDER /  DESIGNER / HULL:      AICON / Fulvio De Simoni / GRP  

YEAR BUILT / REFIT:      2007 / 2018 

Length - Beam - Draft  17.40m - 4.80m – 1.40m   

Flag / License:      Greek / Commercial Yacht  

ENGINES  2 x CAT 800HP   

SPEED: Cruising / Max 23 / 30 knots   

GENERATOR:  ONAN 17.5KW  

Eng. Fuel Consumption:           250 lt per hour  (at cruising speed) 

Gen. Fuel Consumption:  100 lt per day  

Fuel Tank - Water Tank:   2.600 liters - 800 liters   

Water maker:  Yes (80lt per hour)  

Bow Thruster, Stern Thruster  Side Power  

GPS – Plotter – Radar - echo sounder   SIMRAD 

CABINS:                           3 Guest, 1 Crew  

BATHROOMS:                   3 Guest, 1 Crew   

Guest cabin Configuration:  2 Double, 1 Twin   

GUESTS(sleeping):  6 - 7   

GUESTS(daily cruising):   10   

Air-Condition:            Yes (cold-heat)  

Underwater lights Tender:         Yes (white) 

Entertainment:     TV, DVD, Radio (all rooms and saloon) 

WI-FI OTHER:  Yes (up to 1GB/day free)  

Tender Zodiac Yacht line 3.40m + 30HP YAMAHA 

Other Washing Machine, Hair Dryer, Iron, Electric 

BBQ (Fly Bridge), espresso machine. 

 

 


